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Still Time for Christmas at Surivivaltools-equipment.com

SurvivalTools-Equipment is featuring School Safety with our Basic and Deluxe Survival Kits
just made for schools.

Janesville, WI (PRWEB) December 06, 2011 -- SurvivalTools-Equipment.com knows that it is vital for those
spending an protracted amount of time in school is to have their assets covered and have the proper survival
equipment on hand, it is vital to be prepared. SurvivalTools-Equipment looks out for those in the schools and in
addition to focusing on survival for the wilderness. Survival tools-equipment knows it is essential to focus on
schools. There is still time to order and have it in time for Christmas.

In case those who spend a lot of time in school ever become in a lock down or need to survive for an extended
period of time on their own, it is necessary for them to be prepared. Survival Tools has a wide range of survival
equipment that is designed to keep its users safe in the schools and in the wilderness.

It can become rather cold at night, regardless of the season and location. SurvivalTools-Euqipment.com
provides coats in addition to providing warming blankets and sleeping bags. The purpose of this is to provide
warmth and some security.

SurvivalTools-Equipment.com also has survival kits of all kinds. The survival kits are waterproof and bright
yellow; furthermore, they float. The rescue sticks that are included are meant to be ignited and thrown up to 100
feet. This is helpful if someone gets lost during the night time. It is easier to find those who have fallen into the
water once the rescue sticks they hold light up. A rescue light inflates into a large horseshoe, enabling those
who fall overboard to stay afloat until they are rescued. These kits come in handy for those who are on a vessel
that encounters rough weather. When people encounter bad weather or are in open water, it is valuable for them
to have the necessary survival equipment on hand.

Contact Information:
Vicki Pabst
608-563-1044
email: survivalkits2011(at)aol(dot)com
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Contact Information
V.Pabst
VIP Global Enterprise Inc.
http://www.survivaltools-equipment.com
608-563-1044

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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